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Summary

The Exascale Computing Project (ECP) is currently the primary effort in the United States focused

on developing “exascale” levels of computing capabilities, including hardware, software, and appli-

cations. In order to obtain a more thorough understanding of how the software projects under the

ECP are using, and planning to use the Message Passing Interface (MPI), and help guide the work of

our own project within the ECP, we created a survey. Of the 97 ECP projects active at the time the

survey was distributed, we received 77 responses, 56 of which reported that their projects were

using MPI. This paper reports the results of that survey for the benefit of the broader community

of MPI developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes the results of a survey of current and planned Message Passing Interface (MPI) usage patterns among applications and

software technology efforts that are part of the Exascale Computing Project (ECP).

The ECP1 is currently the primary project in the United States developing “exascale” levels of computing. It is a collaborative effort of two orga-

nizations within the the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the Office of Science, and the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), though

applications originating from other U.S. agencies are represented as well. The ECP is officially chartered with accelerating the delivery of a capa-

ble exascale computing ecosystem to provide breakthrough modeling and simulation solutions that address the most critical challenges in scientific
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discovery, energy assurance, economic competitiveness, and national security.* In the context of ECP, exascale is defined as computing systems 50

times faster than the nation's most powerful supercomputers in use in 2016, when the project was started.

ECP is focused on three areas of activity.

Application Development (AD) supports application and cross-cutting co-design activities to advance applications readiness for exascale problems,

exascale software stacks, and exascale hardware environments.

Software Technology (ST) aims at building a comprehensive software stack to support the productive development of (performance) portable

applications across diverse exascale architectures.

Hardware Technology (HT) supports the vendor and national laboratory research and development activities required to develop node and

system designs for at least two capable exascale systems with diverse architectural features.

Two of these three areas (AD and ST) include a wide range of efforts that touch on, interface with, or rely on MPI (or alternative inter-node commu-

nication mechanisms). Hence, it is critical for us, as one of the providers of MPI to ECP, to characterize the usage of existing MPI mechanisms within

this particular exascale community. Furthermore, to spur a more focused development of future MPI capabilities, it is equally critical to identify what

types of new constructs applications may need on their quest toward exascale.

MPI is a critical communication API for applications in the high performance computing (HPC) area and is used extensively by applications of

interest to the Department of Energy and ECP. Since its initial introduction in 1994, the MPI standard has been regularly updated to increase its

relevancy to parallel applications not only to include more versatile and scalable constructs but also to standardize the best practices put forward by

application developers. The most recent version of the MPI standard, 3.1,2 was released in 2015, and the MPI standardization body, the MPI Forum,

is actively working toward future versions. MPI provides different communication techniques for point-to-point communication as well as a rich

suite of collective operations. Point-to-point communication occurs between two processes, while collective operations involve all processes in a

given application/job or subsets thereof. Such sets of processes are managed using a concept called communicators, which are structures that allow

for communication isolation and software encapsulation. Point-to-point communications can take two different approaches to communication, ie,

the traditional and most commonly used send/receive semantics, which is referred to as two-sided communication, requires explicit participation

by both the source and the target process. The source calls a send operation that sends the message to the target and the target must call a receive

operation, which either can dictate where the incoming message is coming from or can receive messages from any eligible process. The other main

point-to-point communication method is called Remote Memory Access (RMA), which is a one-sided communication method. RMA only requires

the involvement of either the source or the destination process to move data to or from the calling node.

The ST area of ECP includes two efforts specifically focused on providing implementations of MPI with exascale capabilities, ie, OMPI-X, which

is includes five institutions, led by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and includes the authors of this paper, focuses on extending the Open MPI3,4

implementation and ExaMPI, which is led by Argonne National Laboratory, targets MPICH.5,6 In order to gain a general perspective of how ECP

projects are using MPI and how they plan to use it in their exascale versions, we undertook a survey and summarize its results here. A companion

technical report provides additional details of the survey questions and the responses received.7

2 MOTIVATION

The results of a broad survey of current MPI and planned exascale MPI usage patterns among many different US DOE applications and software

technologies efforts as part of ECP provide a unique perspective. They highlight MPI integration issues and challenges into target applications and

are useful to both ECP projects and MPI implementors and researchers. The results of our investigation show that MPI will not only remain relevant

in the exascale era but will also continue to be embraced by the HPC community for its flexibility, portability, and efficiency. Nevertheless, multiple

new additions to the standard and optimizations are highly desired by the exascale application community. The survey also shows the most com-

monly used functions as well as those that are in the greatest need for further optimization, providing a wealth of information to researchers on

topics of interest to MPI applications. In addition to the open research questions on how to solve challenges facing MPI for exascale applications,

there are a number of interesting engineering challenges that must be overcome. The best solutions for issues facing MPI on its path to exascale

capabilities are those that match the semantics needed for next generation applications. Understanding the needs of these applications and their

methods, for which they are intending to use MPI, is crucial for innovating practical communication library solutions. This survey provides the infor-

mation necessary to determine how MPI extension proposals should be structured for a maximum long-term utility, as well as highlighting areas in

which further investigation is needed to determine solutions that continue to reflect the needs of applications.

Motivation for some of the questions on the survey was found in current open questions before the MPI Forum. Significant topics under consid-

eration for MPI standardization include fault tolerance, thread usage with MPI interfaces, and the requirements for thread network addressability,

GPU integration in MPI as well as the refinement of Remote Memory Access (RMA) capabilities. This paper describes the current state of the art in

terms of needs for these features, as well as capturing feature set requests that are not currently in debate for future MPI specification versions,

like active messages.

*https://exascaleproject.org/exascale-computing-project/

https://exascaleproject.org/exascale-computing-project/
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TABLE 1 Summary information about the ECP MPI survey. For convenience, the table
also indicates the specific sections of this paper and tables where the corresponding
results are presented

Survey Group Questions Results Presented

Project demographics 1–17 Sec. 3 Table 2

Application demographics 18–26 Sec. 4.1 Table 4

Non-MPI applications 27–30 Sec. 3 Table 3

Basic performance characterization 31–34 Sec. 4.2 Table 5

MPI usage patterns 35–41 Sec. 4.3 Tables 6, 7

MPI tools ecosystem 42–47 Sec. 4.4 Table 8

Memory hierarchy details 48–49 Sec. 4.5 Table 9

Accelerator details 50–52 Sec. 4.6 Table 10

Resilience 53–55 Sec. 4.7 Table 11

Use of other programming models 56–57 Sec. 4.8 Table 12

MPI with threads 58–64 Sec. 4.9 Table 13

TABLE 2 A breakdown of the numbers of ECP projects and number of those projects responding
to the survey, based on the organizational breakdown used within the ECP. The “Using MPI”
column lists the number of projects reporting that they are actually using MPI, which is the set
analyzed in the remainder of this paper

Number of

Project Category ECP efforts Responses Using MPI

Application Development (total) 36 28 28

Science and Energy Appl. 25 20 20

NNSA Applications 5 3 3

Other Agency Applications 1 1 1

Co-Design 5 4 4

Software Technologies (total) 61 49 28

Prog. Models and Runtimes 13 8 2

Tools 13 8 4

Libraries and Frameworks 13 13 10

Data Mgmt. and Workflows 10 10 7

Data Analysis and Vis. 5 3 2

System Software 6 6 3

Resilience and Integrity 1 1 0

Overall Total (AD+ST) 97 77 56

3 OVERVIEW OF SURVEY

The survey was designed to gather information on a per-project basis from across the ECP.† It included 64 questions, organized into 11 groups, as

summarized in Table 1.

Each respondent's path through the survey depended on their answers to certain questions. For example, the “non-MPI applications” section

was completed only by those projects indicating that they were not using MPI. While the majority of questions were multiple choice with either

one or multiple responses allowed, some questions allowed for free-form responses. Individual questions will be presented as part of the survey

results below.

The survey was constructed and made available to participants using Google Forms and received responses between 19 May 2017 and 28 July

2017. The survey was not anonymous. Principal investigators of ECP AD and ST projects were contacted and asked to have someone knowledgeable

from their team complete the survey. Respondents were asked to identify both themselves and the effort for which they were responding. They were

also asked if they were willing to be contacted for follow-up discussions. A secondary purpose for the survey was to identify projects that might be

useful partners in the co-design of exascale MPI capabilities and implementations. As our work progresses, we envision contacting willing project

teams for deeper requirements gathering, testing of appropriate capabilities or enhancements.

† Formally, the ECP is a single large project with a work breakdown structure (WBS) that runs four, and in some places five, levels deep. The scope and funding levels of these lowest levels of the
WBS are in line with what most researchers would think of as a standalone research and development project. As such, we tend to think of the ECP as a coordinated collection of individual projects.
Hence, for simplicity, we use the term project to refer to a level-4 or level-5 element of the Exascale Computing Project and ECP to refer to the overarching effort as a whole.
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TABLE 3 Non-MPI applications

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

27 What parallel programming models are you using (node level and global)? * (text)

CUDA (3); Current prototype does use MPI. Production version will use Mercury/Margo (1);

Kokkos (2); Most of our work is thread-local (1); Node level (1); None (2); Not applicable (4);

OpenMP (3); Project is primarily about a build tool. We may use MPI for parallel builds, but more likely

we'll coordinate through parallel filesystem. (1); Qthreads (1); TBB (1); UPC++ (1); threads (1);

28 Are there issues with the MPI standard or implementations which have pushed you away

from using MPI in your application? (text)

No (6); Not applicable (3); Separation of concerns: intra-node vs. inter-node parallelism (1);

The lack of standard or consistent ABIs is an ongoing problem for performance tools (1);

We are not an application,so we don't need MPI (1);

29 What third-party libraries that your application depends upon use MPI? *(text)

None (8); Unknown (1); Not applicable (2); QEMU (1); MDHIM (1);

30 Do you expect the exascale version of your application to use MPI? *(single)

Yes 0 1 1

No 0 20 20

Table 2 summarizes the number of projects and the number of survey responses received, organized according to the ECP's structure. The number

of efforts listed in each category is based on the efforts for which we were able to obtain contact information for the principal investigator and

excluded efforts that were not directly technical. The ECP is fluid, in that additional efforts are being launched as gaps are identified, so this survey

effectively represents a snapshot of the ECP taken in May 2017.

Naturally, not all of the ECP efforts use MPI. Table 3 summarizes the responses to several questions we asked of those efforts that indicated that

they were not using MPI. All 21 projects meeting this criteria were in the ST area of ECP (Q30). We consider this natural, as the “software technolo-

gies” area of the ECP includes numerous efforts focused on runtimes, tools, and other software that provides alternatives to MPI, that are node-local,

or that target system software used by multiple applications. Responses to Q27 confirm this expectation, listing primarily node-local parallel pro-

gramming models. In response to a question as to whether they had been “driven away” from using MPI (Q28), the only direct response indicated

that “The lack of standard or consistent ABIs is an ongoing problem for performance tools.” Only one MPI-based third-party library, MDHIM,‡ was

mentioned as a dependency by these non-MPI projects (Q29).

To provide the most useful statistics for the survey results, in the remainder of this paper, we exclude the non-MPI projects from our analysis and

focus on the efforts corresponding to the last column of Table 2.

4 SURVEY RESULTS

The following sections present and discuss the results of the survey following the structure of the survey itself. The detailed tables of results follow a

common format. Question numbers are listed primarily to provide a short unique identifier for each question. The main text of the question is shown

in bold face font. An asterisk (∗) following the question indicates that a response was required. In some cases, questions included additional context

or explanations, which is not shown here, for the sake of space, but can be found in full in the companion technical report.7 After that, in parenthesis,

is the type of response allowed. “Single” means that only a single answer could be chosen. “Multiple” indicates that any number of answers (including

zero) could be marked. “Text” denotes text fields that allowed a free-form response. In some cases, multiple choice questions also had an “other”

option, which allowed free-form text responses in addition to the choices provided. These are denoted as “single+text” or “multiple+text.”

Results for multiple choice questions are presented as percentages of the number of projects in the category (AD, ST, and Overall). If answers

were not required or multiple answers were accepted, totals may be over or under 100%.

Results for free-form text responses were analyzed and summarized by the authors, attempting to preserve the key features of the response while

consolidating similar responses as much as possible. We present separate sets of results for the AD and ST projects on the expectation that they

may be qualitatively different. In the interest of space, we do not attempt to provide an “Overall” summary that merges the AD and ST summaries.

Text summaries include the number of times a point was mentioned in all of the responses, rather than percentages of the numbers of projects. Raw

versions of the free-form responses are included in the companion technical report.7

4.1 Application demographics

We asked eight questions to get some basic background information about the various ECP projects, as shown in Table 4, in order to better

understand the context in which the projects were using MPI.

‡ Because we cannot know for certain if we have identified the correct software, we do not attempt to provide bibliographic citations for software mentioned in responses to the survey.
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TABLE 4 Application demographics

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

18 Does your project involve a single application/library or several that you consider to be distinct? ∗(single)
Single application/library 32% 46% 39%

Multiple distinct applications/libraries 68% 54% 61%

20 Do you expect the exascale version of your application to use MPI? ∗(single)
Yes 96% 89% 93%

No 4% 11% 7%

21 If your anwer above was “no,” why not? (text)
AD: Project plan is to use Legion, with MPI as a backup.

ST: More interested in remote procedure calls than message passing.

22 Do you have an abstraction layer that hides the MPI calls?

Or do most of your developers write MPI calls directly? ∗(single)
Abstraction layer 79% 46% 62%

Direct MPI calls 21% 54% 38%

23 Do you have mini-applications that capture the MPI behavior of your application?

If so, are they available to the community? (single)
Yes, and they are available to the community 43% 39% 41%

Yes, but they're limited availability 29% 11% 20%

No 29% 50% 39%

24 What programming languages do you call MPI from? ∗(multiple + text)
C 50% 71% 61%

C++ 82% 68% 75%

Fortran 46% 25% 36%

Python 2% 2% 3%

Other responses

PETSc 4% 0% 2%

Tcl 4% 0% 2%

25 What additional languages would you like to be able to call MPI from? (text)
AD: Julia (2 mentions), Python (1), C/C++ (1)

ST: none

26 What third-party libraries that your application depends upon use MPI? ∗(text)
AD: ADIOS (1 mention), ADLB (1), AMReX (1), basic graph libraries (1), CGNS (1), CNTK (1), Global Arrays (1), HDF5 (6),

hypre (3), MFEM (1),Metis (1), mpi4py (1), NetCDF (1), PETSc (1), ParaView/Catalyst (1), pio (1), pNetCDF (2), Silo (1),

SuperLU-Dist (1), Trilinos (3)

ST: ADIOS (1), BLAS (1), CGNS (1), clang (1), DIY (2), HDF5 (2), hypre (2), MKL-Cluster (1), Mercury (2), NetCDF (1), PETSc (1),

pNetCDF (2), PTScotch (1), Pardiso (1), PatMetis (1), Polly (1), ROMIO (1), SLATE (1), ScaLAPACK (BLACS, PBLAS) (1),

SuperLU_dist (1), TSan (1), Trilinos (4), zlib (1)

Overall, a significant majority (61%) of the projects involve multiple applications or libraries versus single applications or libraries (Q18). Although,

the AD projects were more strongly dominated by multiple applications (68%). From this point onward, we use “application” as a generic term,

whether the project involves one or more distinct applications, libraries, tools, etc.

The vast majority of projects expect the exascale version of their application to use MPI as well (Q20). Only one project is transitioning to the

Legion runtime environment as a goal of their project.

We see that most applications (62%) use an abstraction layer to hide MPI calls (Q22); though, this is much stronger in the AD projects (79%) than

ST (46%).

Since mini-applications have become recognized as a very useful way for researchers outside of a given project to interact with applications that

might otherwise be too large or complex to deal with, we asked the ECP projects whether they had mini-applications that reflected the MPI-related

behaviors of their applications (Q23). We found that 71% of AD projects have mini-applications, but only 50% of ST projects do. For both groups,

approximately two-thirds of the mini-applications are made available to the community, while the remainder have limited availability.

We asked all projects which programming languages they use to make MPI calls (Q24) and found some different patterns. Among the AD projects,

82% report using C++, and roughly half report using each of C and Fortran (multiple answers were accepted for this question, so the implication is

that many projects use more than one programming language and make MPI calls from more than one). For the ST projects, C dominated (71%) with

C++ as a close second (68%). Although Python is in general quite popular in HPC programming, only a small fraction of projects reported making MPI

calls from Python. When asked what additional languages they would like to be able to call MPI from (Q25), Julia was mentioned twice. Additional

responses to Q25 mentioned Python and C/C++, which we interpret as indicating that projects are not currently calling MPI from these languages

but would like to in the future.

In Q26, we asked about MPI-based third-party dependencies for the responding projects. Not surprisingly, since this was a free-text question,

we received a wide range of responses. However, several points seem noteworthy. First, for both AD and ST projects, HDF5 (6 mentions in AD
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and 2 in ST) and I/O libraries in general (ADIOS, CGNS, pNetCDF, pio, and Silo) figured prominently. Second, various numerical libraries (AMReX,

hypre, PETSc, SuperLU-Dist, Trilinos, MKL-Cluster, Paradiso, SLATE, and ScaLAPACK) were also frequently mentioned. We observe that although we

asked specifically about MPI-based third-party libraries, many of the responses do not, in fact, utilize MPI; although, we list them for completeness.

4.2 Basic performance characterization

Table 5 presents four questions intended to obtain some very basic information related to the performance of applications using MPI.

Q31 asked whether production usage of the application was dominated by small or large messages, with 8 kB being the dividing line. In this case,

responses were split roughly equally between small, large and both as dominating.

Half of the AD projects consider their application to be limited by message latency (Q32), with roughly one-third indicating that both band-

width and/or message rate were limiting (multiple answers were allowed). For the ST projects, the results are somewhat different, with bandwidth

being the top bottleneck (46%), followed by latency (39%). Of the free-text additional responses offered, we note that 11% of ST projects indicated

MPI-based I/O was a bottleneck. These came from projects specifically working on I/O tools, under the “Data Management and Workflows” area

of ECP.

We asked an open-ended question about one aspect of MPI that could be optimized to improve the performance of the project's application

(Q33). Among the AD projects, improvements in latency received the most mentions (5), while being mentioned only once among the ST projects.

Various aspects of collective operations were also prominent among the requests of both AD (4) and ST (7) projects. A number of other requests

pertained in some way to threading (6 AD, 2 ST).

Finally, we asked what impact network topology had on applications (Q34). Only one AD project reported that they were actively mapping MPI

ranks to resources based on network topology. Many projects have not found network topology to be an issue (13 AD, 11 ST), while a significant

minority have found it to be an issue (9 AD, 9 ST).

TABLE 5 Basic performance characterization

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

31 Is your application (when run in production) typically dominated by small or large messages? (single+text)

Small (< 8 kB) 29% 25% 27%

Large (>= 8 kB) 36% 39% 38%

Other responses

Both 32% 32% 32%

All to all in subcommunicators 4% 0% 2%

Unknown 0% 4% 2%

32 Do you consider your application (when run in production) to be constrained by (multiple+text)

Message latency 50% 39% 45%

Message bandwidth 36% 46% 41%

Message rate 32% 14% 23%

Don't know 11% 1% 7%

Other responses

Depends 0% 14% 7%

I/O 0% 11% 5%

Load imbalance 4% 4% 4%

33 If there were one aspect of MPI that could be optimized to improve the performance of your application, what would you prioritize? (text)

AD: ability to saturate network bandwidth from a single MPI rank (1 mention); asynchronous collectives (1); barrier in shared memory

context (2); better fine grain support and dynamic tasking (1); collectives (2); convex partitions (1); don't know (2); fault tolerance (1);

hardware all-reduce (1); interoperability with local threading and global task-based runtimes (1); latency (5); memory hierarchy

support (1); MPI+X abstraction (1); multithreaded asynchronous (1); optimize data block size (1);predicted latency and bandwidth,

available during execution (1); RMA (1); shared-memory MPI (1);thread multiple (1); thread support (2)

ST: all-reduce (blocking and non-blocking) (3 mentions); all-to-all (1); bandwidth for repartitioning of data (1); collectives (2);

controlling rendezvous threshold (1); CPU use makes MPI untenable for remote procedure calls (2); dealing with large numbers of

outstanding requests (1); don't know (2); latency (1); local collectives (1); MPI-IO aggregations based on topology (1); relaxing 2 GB

limit on I/O (1); startup time at extreme scale (1); task support (1); thread support (2);

34 Is the performance of your application particularly sensitive to the network topology and the specific mapping of MPI processes to

that topology? (text)

AD: don't know (2 mentions); has been measured (1); measurement variability is too high to give a clear picture (1); no (12); only expected

effects of topology on collectives (1); using topology-aware mapping may give up to 15% improvement (1); yes (7); yes, due to latency (1);

yes, for non-contiguous/non-convex partitions (1);

ST: don't know (3 mentions) expect application/user to handle topology issues (1); no (11); yes (6); yes, for I/O forwarding or

direct I/O operations (2); yes, for non-contiguous/non-convex partitions (1);
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TABLE 6 MPI usage patterns – Part A

No. Questions

35 What aspects of the MPI standard do you use in your application in its current form?∗(multiple)

36 What aspects of the MPI standard appear in performance-critical sections of your current application?∗(multiple)

37 What aspects of the MPI standard do you anticipate using in the “exascale” version of your application?∗(multiple)

Q35: Current Usage Q37: Exascale Usage Q36: Performance Critical
Responses AD ST Overall AD ST Overall AD ST Overall

Point-to-point communications 96% 79% 88% 89% 71% 80% 93% 75% 84%

MPI derived datatypes 25% 21% 23% 21% 21% 21% 14% 7% 11%

Collective communications 86% 75% 80% 96% 68% 82% 64% 64% 64%

Neighbor collective communications 14% 14% 14% 32% 25% 29% 7% 11% 9%

Communicators and group management 68% 54% 61% 61% 50% 55% 29% 7% 18%

Process topologies 14% 7% 11% 32% 11% 21% 4% 4% 4%

RMA (one-sided communications) 36% 7% 21% 50% 36% 43% 21% 7% 14%

RMA shared windows 18% 7% 12% 21% 18% 20% 7% 7% 7%

MPI I/O (called directly) 25% 18% 21% 21% 18% 20% 4% 7% 5%

MPI I/O (called through a third-party library) 32% 21% 27% 36% 25% 30% 7% 11% 9%

MPI profiling interface 11% 0% 14% 11% 21% 16% 0% 4% 2%

MPI tools interface 0% 4% 2% 0% 18% 9% 0% 0% 0%

4.3 MPI usage patterns

We asked a total of seven questions aimed at understanding which aspects of the MPI standard applications are using and in what ways. Table 6

presents the first three questions. These pertain to the aspects of the MPI standard applications are currently using (Q35) and expect to use in their

exascale versions (Q37), as well as which areas of the standard they are currently using in performance-critical sections of their applications (Q36).

The responses allowed for these questions are mostly based on chapters of the MPI specification, with a few additional more specific features added.

Although the proportions differ between the AD and ST projects, we see that point-to-point communications (88% overall), collective communi-

cations (80%), and communicators and group management (61%) strongly dominate the MPI features used in the current versions of applications

(Q36). In the exascale versions of the applications (Q37), the same three dominate, though at somewhat different levels (80%, 82%, and 55%, respec-

tively). At exascale, we also note a marked rise in the (planned) use of RMA (43% for communications, 20% for shared windows, up from 21% and

12%) as well as neighbor collectives (29%, up from 14%) and process topologies (21%, up from 11%). MPI I/O tends to be called more often through

third-party libraries than directly (27% vs. 21% for current applications, 30% vs 20% for exascale). Overall 35% of projects report using MPI I/O in

either form, and 12% of projects use it in both forms. Looking at which features of the specification appear in current performance-critical sections

of code (Q36); we see that point-to-point and collective communications strongly dominate (84% and 64%), which is not surprising.

Comparing AD to ST responses in Table 6, we see noticeable drops in both point-to-point and collective communications for the ST projects

compared to the AD projects. Since these drops are not compensated by an uptick in an alternative communication mechanism (RMA), we have to

assume that there is a qualitative difference in the perception of MPI usage within the applications of the two groups. Comparing other responses,

there appears to be significantly less use of some features by the ST projects compared to AD (process topologies, RMA) in current applications;

though, it appears that many ST projects plan to use RMA in the exascale version of their applications. Comparing the MPI features appearing in

performance-critical code sections (Q36) between AD and ST projects, we observe that derived data types, communicators and group management,

and RMA are notably more prevalent in AD usage than ST.

Table 7 presents the remaining four questions in this section. In terms of communications patterns (Q38), fixed neighborhoods of limited size

dominate (46% overall), though more dynamic, but still limited neighborhoods run a close second (39%). All-to-all and irregular patterns represent

a significant minority of the patterns reported (23% and 20%, respectively).

Non-blocking operations in MPI can be used to achieve several different goals, which we inquired about relating to both point-to-point (Q39) and

collective (Q40) operations. In both cases, the primary goal in using non-blocking versions of these operations was to overlap communication with

computation (80% overall for point-to-point, 59% for collectives). For point-to-point operations, allowing asynchronous progress was also a strong

motivation (64%); though, for collectives, it was not as strong (38%). There are also a significant minority of projects using non-blocking operations

to facilitate event-based programming (36% for point-to-point, 20% for collectives). Comparing AD and ST responses for these questions, we see

that ST projects overall report less usage of non-blocking point-to-point operations than AD projects, however, for collective operations, their usage

patterns are more similar.

We also asked an open-ended question about whether MPI was providing the communications semantics required by the applications (Q41). We

included two possible responses, active messages and persistent communications, based on historical and recent interest in these topics in the MPI

Forum. We also allowed projects to add their own responses. Overall, 43% of projects responded that MPI covered all of their communication needs.

23% expressed interest in active messages, and 18% in persistent communications (with AD projects notably more interested in both than ST).
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TABLE 7 MPI usage patterns – Part B

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

38 What is the dominant communication in your application? Check all that apply, recognizing that

many applications have different communication patterns in different phases. (multiple)

Each process talks to (almost) every other process 25% 21% 23%

Processes communicate in fixed “neighborhoods” of limited size 46% 46% 46%

Processes communicate in “neighborhoods” of limited size that may change in different phases of the

application or evolve over the course of a run 42% 36% 39%

Communication is largely irregular 18% 21% 20%

39 Can your application take advantage of non-blocking point-to-point operations… (multiple)

To overlap communication with computation? 89% 71% 80%

To allow asynchronous progress? 64% 64% 64%

To allow event-based programming? 43% 29% 36%

40 Can your application take advantage of non-blocking collective operations… (multiple)

To overlap communication with computation? 71% 46% 59%

To allow asynchronous progress? 46% 29% 38%

To allow event-based programming? 25% 14% 20%

41 Is MPI providing all the communication semantics required by your application?

If not, what is missing? (multiple+text)

MPI covers all my needs 43% 43% 43%

Active messages 32% 14% 23%

Persistent communications (communications with the same arguments, repeatedly executed, 21% 14% 18%

potentially allowing additional optimization if exposed to the MPI layer)

Other responses

Don't know 4% 4% 4%

Exploring Legion as an alternative 4% 0% 2%

GPU-to-GPU communications 4% 0% 2%

Improved threading support 0% 4% 2%

Interoperability with GASNet 4% 0% 2%

Job-to-job communications 0% 7% 4%

Load balancing 4% 0% 2%

Reductions with variable sized abstract types 4% 0% 2%

Remote procedure calls 0% 4% 2%

Since persistent point-to-point operations have been part of the MPI standard for the last decade, this interest might be interpreted as specifically

focusing on persistent collectives, which are still under discussion by the MPI Forum. Alternatively, it is possible that users are not sufficiently aware

of the established capabilities, and some outreach would be useful.

The only additional topic that appeared more than once in the free-text responses pertained to job-to-job communications. This is a challenging

topic, but the MPI Sessions working group is considering changes to the standard that might make it easier to address this issue.8 Sessions could

make it possible to assemble inter-communicators using information obtained from the system job manager. Other responses indicated interest in

improved threading support and more capabilities for reductions and remote procedure calls.

4.4 MPI tools ecosystem

Table 8 presents the questions and responses received to six questions focusing on the use of tools with and/or for MPI applications. These questions

were motivated primarily by discussions underway in the MPI Forum targeting new interfaces to support tools as well as our own ECP project's plan

to improve tool support within Open MPI.

From Q42, we first learn that only about half of all projects use performance tools at all, which is clearly a disappointing number and requires

additional dissemination efforts, ie, the use of performance tools will be critical if one wants to achieve exascale level performance. However, this is

not the target of this survey or the task of the MPI implementation projects and requires additional efforts in other areas of ECP.

Of the 52% of the projects that do use performance tools, however, more than half (or 27% of all projects) have at least the occasional need to

use multiple performance tools during a single application run. This is especially noteworthy, since this is a feature that the interfaces in the current

MPI standard do not support and matches an ongoing discussion in the MPI Forum to extend and modernize the MPI profiling interface.

Q43 and Q44 ask about MPI-related improvements desired for correctness and performance tools, respectively. There were a number of requests

for better scalability, which we interpret as more about the tools themselves than MPI per se. There were a number of other interesting suggestions,

but, overall, the low number of responses suggests that users are relatively satisfied with what MPI provides to support tools.

In Q45, we asked for uses of the MPI Profiling Interface (PMPI) other than traditional performance analysis tools. One AD project reported using

it to obtain the application's communication matrix in order to map MPI ranks to resources with an awareness of the network topology. On the ST

side, several other tools or capabilities utilizing the interface were mentioned. This question is also related to the question above on multiple tool
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TABLE 8 MPI tools ecosystem

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

42 If you are using performance tools with MPI, how often do you encounter the need

to use multiple tools during the same application run? (single)

Often 0% 4% 2%

Occasionally 36% 14% 25%

Never 18% 25% 21%

Don't use performance tools with MPI 43% 54% 48%

43 Are there any MPI-related improvements you'd like to see for debuggers and other “correctness” tools? (text)

AD: ability to call out to external tools (1 mention); better resolution for tracking message sizes (1); better scalability (1);

current tools give either too much or too little detail (1); information about collective and reduction operations (1); mixed

programming modes (1); MPI core file for offline replay within debug tools (1); no (1); race-condition analysis (1);

ST: better scalability (1 mention); no (1); no opinion (1);

44 Are there any MPI-related improvements you'd like to see for performance tools? (text)

AD: better scalability (2 mentions); current tools give either too much or too little detail (1); differentiation between

time in MPI library and time on the wire (1); MPI reduction for user profiling tools (1); no (1); upgrade to mpiP (1);

AST: analysis of time messages spend in each state (1 mention); autotuning in MPI-T (planned) (1);

better scalability (1); like MPE+ jumpshot, other tools are too complicated (1); no (1);

45 Are you using the MPI Profiling Interface for anything other than running performance analysis tools? If so,

please briefly describe your use. (text)

AD: extract communication matrix for topology-aware mappping (1 mention); no (4);

ST: capture MPI traces for use in simulations (1 mention); Darshan (1); no (3); noise injection for debugging (1);

record/replay for debugging (1);

46 What is your level of interest in having access to internal MPI performance data? Information could include items like

function call time, load balance information, memory use, message queue information, network counters, etc. (single)

1 (Little or no interest) 11% 18% 14%

2 21% 7% 14%

3 11% 25% 18%

4 39% 18% 29%

5 (Very interested) 18% 29% 23%

47 Which particular types of internal MPI information would you find useful? (multiple+text)

Function call time 50% 46% 48%

Load balance 68% 57% 62%

Memory use 54% 57% 55%

Message queue information 57% 46% 52%

Network counters 39% 43% 41%

Other responses

Wait time information 4% 0% 2%

Information for different message sizes 4% 0% 2%

Time spent in different states 0% 4% 2%

Tag matching times 0% 4% 2%

MPI-IO two-phase aggregator locality 0% 4% 2%

MPI-IO communication between processes and aggregators 0% 4% 2%

uses (Q42), since the use of the PMPI interface for “internal” use within the application would require multi-tool capabilities to either combine these

uses or to add performance monitoring on top of it.

Q46 and Q47 were focused on the recently introduced MPI tools information interface (MPI_T) and what types of information users would like

to see available through it.§ In Q47, we see that load balance, memory use and message queue information were of interest to more than half of the

projects, with function call time and network counters were requested by slightly less than half of the projects. The additional free-form responses

to this question were interesting in that there was no commonality between the AD and ST projects; although, the “wait time information” and “time

spent in different states” might overlap. Q46 shows that overall 52% of projects are interested or very interested in having access to internal MPI

performance data.

4.5 Memory hierarchy details

Modern node architectures for extreme-scale systems contain a variety of memory technologies, including DRAM, high bandwidth memory (HBM),

and non-volatile memory, and these memories have varying performance and scaling attributes. The amount of memory and how the memories

are organized varies between systems and generations of systems. This memory architecture trend is expected to continue into the exascale era.

§ The MPI_T interface only provides the API to access MPI internal information; each MPI implementation decides what information is offered through the interface.
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TABLE 9 Memory hierarchy details

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

48 Do you expect to explicitly manage the memory hierarchy in your application? (single)

Yes, I expect to explicitly allocate or migrate data in different memory regions 79% 68% 73%

No, I expect to rely on system mechanisms to place and migrate data 21% 21% 21%

49 Do you expect to exchange data between different memory regions on different nodes, using MPI?

For example, data in main memory on one node is sent to non-volatile memory on the other?

Or directly to the memory of an accelerator device on the other node? (single)

Yes 50% 43% 46%

No 14% 21% 18%

Don't know 11% 14% 12%

To understand the needs of MPI applications such as how they expect to move data between these memories and what they expect from the MPI

standard and implementations, we asked two questions about the extent to which this architectural characteristic might need to be addressed more

explicitly in MPI, as shown in Table 9.

First, we asked if they expect to explicitly manage memory hierarchy in their software or expect the system mechanisms to manage the memory

hierarchy for them. Overall, projects indicated strongly (73%) that they expect to explicitly manage memory placement and movement. This suggests

that MPI users may desire some control over memory allocations done internally by MPI implementations, both in terms of placement and perhaps

in limiting memory usage as part of higher level management of those resources. Additionally, MPI implementations should expect to be called with

data residing in various locations within the memory system and should sensibly handle operations that involve multiple memory areas, be it the

locations of different data objects or the operational need to move data to different memory areas.

Then, we asked if they expected to move data between local node and remote node memory using MPI, eg, moving data from main memory on one

node to a remote node's non-volatile memory or accelerator memory. Most users (46%) responded that they do expect to be able to communicate

data between different memory areas via MPI.

4.6 Accelerator details

As GPUs became prevalent in the extreme-scale systems, MPI implementations have enabled several optimizations to aid the efficient movement

of data between CPU and GPU memories. The objective of the survey questions in this section was to learn the extent of GPU usage by applications.

Then, we were interested to understand how applications tend to use GPU resources and what MPI optimizations the users expect. We asked three

questions, which are presented in Table 10.

An overwhelming 93% of AD projects and 68% of ST projects responded that their application either currently runs on GPU accelerators, or the

exascale version is expected to. However, a significant minority of ST projects (25%) do not have plans to port to GPU accelerators.

For teams who were using the GPUs for their software, we asked more detailed questions on their usage and optimizations they expected from

the MPI implementations. Q51 asks whether applications expect to make MPI calls from within GPU kernels. Among AD projects, 43% responded

affirmatively, and 39% responded that they did not know, with only 11%, indicating that they did not expect to make MPI calls from GPU kernels.

The ST projects were more conservative, with only 29% expressing their desire to call MPI from within the GPU, 18% are not sure, and 21% do not

plan to call MPI from the GPU. These responses have significant implications for the need to better integrate MPI into the GPU environment.

In GPU-based systems, the MPI operations might be performed on buffers that are either in the CPU or the GPU memory. Without any opti-

mizations for data transfer operations, the contents of the buffer on the GPU memory is required to be copied to the CPU memory. In addition,

TABLE 10 Accelerator details

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

50 Does your application currently run on GPU accelerators, or do you expect the “exascale” version to? (single)

Yes 93% 68% 80%

No 7% 25% 16%

51 Do you want to be able to make MPI calls directly from within your GPU kernels

(as opposed to only from the host CPU)? (single)

Yes 43% 29% 36%

No 11% 21% 16%

Don't know 39% 18% 29%

52 In productions runs, how do you expect to deploy your application? (single)

One MPI rank per GPU, with CPU resources potentially being shared or divided among multiple MPI ranks 25% 11% 18%

MPI ranks assigned to CPUs (or CPU cores), GPUs potentially shared or divided among multiple MPI ranks 36% 32% 34%

Don't know 32% 25% 29%
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the message preparation and triggering of data transfer is currently done only by a thread or process on the CPU, ie, a CUDA thread cannot send

the message. Currently, MPI implementations take advantage of hardware capabilities and support mainly two optimizations, ie, GPUDirect and

GPU-Async. The GPUDirect enables the MPI implementations to post the data into the GPU memory. The message has to be prepared by the CPU

(process or thread on the CPU), while the data can reside in either the CPU or GPU memory.9 The GPU-Async capability, which improves upon

GPUDirect, relaxes the requirement that the CPU thread has to trigger the message transfer. With GPU-Async, the CPU prepares the message while

CPU or GPU thread can trigger the message transfer.10 Another optimization explored by researchers is a capability where the GPU thread pre-

pares and triggers the data transfer.11,12 This capability removes the need for an application to switch from GPU execution (CUDA kernel) to CPU

execution context for data exchange, potentially leading to huge performance improvements.

The last question of this section (Q52) was focused on the deployment of applications in a multi-GPU system. There is a trend in accelerator-based

systems to incorporate more than one accelerator per node (as in the coming Summit and Sierra systems at ORNL and LLNL). For such systems, MPI

jobs can be configured with one MPI process per GPU (sharing or partitioning the CPU resources on the node), or to tie the MPI processes to CPU

resources (eg, cores, NUMA domains, or sockets) and share the GPUs among the MPI processes on the node. Both AD and ST projects indicated a

preference for sharing the GPUs (35% AD, 32% ST), while a minority anticipated deploying one MPI process per GPU (25% AD, 11% ST). A sizable

fraction of respondents, however, do not yet have clear plans in this area (32% AD, 25% ST).

4.7 Resilience

Resilience has been a long-standing concern for the HPC community overall, and the topic of discussions and proposals in the MPI community for a

number of years now. In an effort to get some basic information about how the ECP community plans to deal with resilience and some of the features

of their applications that might be exploited in order to provide greater resilience, we asked three questions, which are shown in Table 11.

The first of these questions (Q53) asks directly how projects plan to deal with fault tolerance in their applications. We offered four pre-set answers

and allowed respondents to add their own. Only one project indicated that their application was already fault tolerant. The overwhelming major-

ity of AD projects (61%) plan to use checkpoint/restart for resilience, though only half as many ST projects (32%) plan to use it. Many (18% AD,

25% ST) do not have clear plans for resilience at present, and a fair number (7% AD, 18% ST) do not plan to worry about fault tolerance at all. Of the

user-provided responses, several indicated the use of checkpoint/restart in combination with other approaches (6% overall). Both the User-Level

Fault Mitigation (ULFM)13 and “ReInit” approaches under discussion in the MPI Forum were also mentioned as solutions. Besides that, a number of

TABLE 11 Resilience

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

53 How do you plan to make your application fault tolerant? (single+text)

It is already fault tolerant 4% 0% 2%

I plan to use checkpoint/restart 61% 32% 46%

Don't know 18% 25% 21%

I'm not going to worry about fault tolerance 7% 18% 12%

Other responses

Avoid use of MPI 0% 7% 4%

Data checksums between memory and storage 0% 4% 2%

Legion capabilities in addition to checkpoint/restart 4% 0% 2%

Local-failure/local-recovery 0% 4% 2%

MPI Reinit 4% 0% 2%

MPI ULFM 4% 0% 2%

MPI fault tolerance feautres in addition to checkpoint/restart 4% 0% 2%

Selective reliability 0% 4% 2%

Skeptical programming 0% 4% 2%

Task-based capabilities in addition to checkpoint/restart 4% 0% 2%

Task-based rollback/recovery, replication 0% 4% 2%

Treat as proper distributed system, with group membership 0% 4% 2%

54 Is your application “malleable” with respect to the number of processes

(assuming MPI can “run through” faults, as needed)? (multiple)

Yes, it can change the number of processes dynamically, during execution 18% 14% 16%

Yes, it can change the number of processes when restarting from a checkpoint

made on a different number of processors 54% 25% 39%

No 46% 68% 57%

55 Can your application be organized to continue past (limited) data loss or

corruption without an explicit restart? (single)

Yes 25% 18% 21%

Only limited sections 39% 21% 30%

No 36% 57% 46%
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other approaches to resilience were mentioned. One response identified MPI itself as a vulnerability and indicated their intent to avoid using it as a

strategy for resilience.

A common resilience strategy when running MPI applications is to allocate “spare” nodes to the job so that, if one fails, a spare can be utilized to

restart the job without having to return the job to the queue. However, this strategy may be undesirable to the extent that the spare nodes add to the

cost of the job but may sit idle for the duration of the job if no node failures occur. Q54 asks whether applications have flexibility to utilize different

numbers of processes, either dynamically, during execution, or when restarting from a checkpoint. Just 16% of applications indicated that they can

dynamically adapt the number of MPI processes they use, which might allow them to run through a node failure. 54% of AD projects, but only 25%

of ST projects, indicated the ability to restart from checkpoints on a different number of nodes. This would allow the job to shrink on failures rather

than paying for spare nodes that might be mostly idle. Moreover, many (46% AD, 68% ST) indicated no flexibility in the number of processes, leaving

the sparing strategy as their only option to allow an immediate restart without re-queuing.

Finally, we asked whether applications could continue past a data loss or corruption without an explicit restart (Q55). Overall, most projects

indicated they could not (36% AD, 57% ST). Some could, but only in specific sections of the code (39% AD, 21% ST), while a smaller number could do

this more broadly (25% AD, 18% ST).

4.8 Use of other programming models

In order to better understand how MPI is being combined with other programming models, we asked two questions, which are shown in Table 12.

Q56 asks the core question, seeking information on both node-level and global programming models alongside MPI, with both being “active” at

the same time. This was intended to remove from consideration cases such as coupled multiphysics applications in which components using different

programming models run in succession. The pre-set responses represent the various programming models that are the subject of various ECP ST

projects. We also accepted additional free-text responses. Among the AD projects, OpenMP is the most prominent response (57%), with Kokkos or

TABLE 12 Other programming models

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

56 Do you use any other programming models (node-level or global)

along side MPI (i.e. both are active at the same time), currently or

in your “exascale” version? (multiple+text)

None 7% 7% 7%

OpenMP 57% 32% 45%

Kokkos or RAJA 25% 18% 21%

Pthreads 11% 36% 23%

Global Arrays 11% 4% 7%

Legion 4% 11% 5%

UPC++ 21% 4% 11%

PaRSEC 7% 4% 4%

Other responses

Agency 4% 0% 2%

Argobots 0% 4% 2%

CUDA or CUDA Forrtan 14% 7% 11%

Charm++ 0% 4% 2%

DARMA 0% 4% 4%

Mercury 0% 7% 4%

OCCA 0% 4% 2%

OpenACC 11% 4% 7%

Swift 4% 0% 2%

TBB 0% 4% 2%

Thrust 7% 0% 4%

57 If you already have tried to combine MPI with task-based

programming models, please comment on your experience to date. (text)

AD: Currently using block-synchronous hand-off between Legion and MPI. Thread safety would be most helpful MPI improvememnt (1 mention);

Good success so far, would lke to be able to run efficiently with THREAD_MULTIPLE (1); Ok (1); Swift supports multiple

MPI task configurations (1);

ST: Experimenting with node-level runtimes (OpenMP, Kokkos, C++17, etc.) (1 mention); Huge problem, particularly resource management across

programming models, including CPUs, NUMA domains, GPUs, etc. (1); Legion+MPI working (1); Many gotchas and pitfalls. More interoperbaility/

integration is needed. Better methods for joint resource management are needed (1); No trouble combining MPI outside of parallel regions with

OpenMP tasks (1); No trouble combining OpenMP tasks with MPI (1); Performance is difficult to achieve. Hard to get MPI progress while

asynchronous tasks are executing (1); QUARK+MPI (MPI seems to do a better job of overlapping/pipelining) (1); Very messy. Have to stop one

programmingmodel worlrd to switch to the other. Slow, error-prone, difficult to code (1); Works reasonably well for strong scaling if there is a

sufficiently large amount of data. However MPI+threads rarely out-performs MPI-only (1);
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RAJA (25%), and UPC++ (21%) as the next two. After that, comes CUDA or CUDA Fortran (14%), followed by Pthreads, Global Arrays, and OpenACC,

each with 11% of responses. Among the ST projects, Pthreads (36%) beats out OpenMP (32%) for the top spot, followed by Kokkos or RAJA (18%)

and Legion (11%). Note that Kokkos and RAJA can utilize a variety of the other programming models on the backend, and some responses may have

listed both Kokkos/RAJA and the backends they typically utilize.

We also asked projects an open-ended question about what their experience has been to date with mixing programming models (Q57). From the

AD projects, we received very few responses, generally indicative of success. There were more responses from the ST projects, and more indications

of problems (4 mentions), particularly around resource sharing (3). Five responses indicated success with MPI+OpenMP (2) and other combinations.

However, of those, responses also noted that they rarely saw MPI+threads outperforming MPI-only runs.

4.9 MPI with threads

MPI has many different modes of threading support, concentrating on thread serialization techniques with MPI. Full multi-threaded support in MPI

implementations lags single-threaded modes in terms of performance. Improvements are currently being proposed or are in discussion for MPI

inclusion that aim to address performance and usability of multiple threads with MPI libraries. The seven questions shown in Table 13 are designed

to determine the current state of multi-threaded use of MPI and determine if applications needs are currently met by MPI multi-thread support. In

addition to this, applications developers were asked about how they want to use threads with MPI, specifically if MPI needs to be called in parallel

regions (eg, calling MPI inside an OpenMP loop). This is important to understand as current best practices use parallel loops followed by serialized

TABLE 13 MPI with threads

No. Question and Responses AD ST Overall

58 Do you currently use or plan to use multiple threads within an MPI process? (single)

Yes 79% 93% 86%

No 21% 7% 14%

59 Which MPI threading option are you using? (single)

MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE 18% 32% 25%

MPI_THREAD_FUNNELED 18% 18% 18%

MPI_THREAD_SERIALIZED 18% 18% 18%

I don't know 25% 25% 25%

60 Would you prefer to be using a different MPI threading option?

If so, which one, and what forced your current choice? (text)

AD: Depends on adopted programming model (1 mention); No (1); Not threading now. Would prefer Multiple due to small messages, but

not always performant (1)l THREAD MULTIPLE would be great, but we can deal with a more limited model if it provides performance and

interoperability (1); We are exploring different options (1); Would prefer MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE (3); Would prefer MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE.

But not using it because of poor performance. (4);

ST: Currently funneling, would prefer thread multiple (2 mentions); Not currently threading in MPI, using OpeMP, OpenACC, and CUDA (1);

Not mixing now. Would prefer Multiple for greatest flexibility (1); Sometimes run thread multiple because required by a dependency (1);

We don't care too much, but want something that gives performance (1); Would like to be able to do MPI-IO MPI_File_Write_At in

MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE (1); Would prefer MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE (2); Would prefer MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE if it became standard on all

supercomputers (1); Would prefer that MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLEworked with non-blocking collectives (2);

61 Would your application benefit from using different MPI threading options in different

sections of the code? (single)

Yes 39% 25% 32%

No 29% 46% 38%

62 Is it important for you to be able to make MPI calls from within

multi-threaded regions of your application? If so, which types of communications are performed? (multiple)

No communication in multi-threaded regions 25% 11% 18%

Point-to-point 46% 43% 45%

RMA (one-sided) 25% 32% 29%

Collectives 11% 29% 20%

63 Do you require thread addressability on the target side (delivery of data to specific threads)

for certain kinds of operations? (multiple)

No communication in multi-threaded regions 54% 50% 52%

Point-to-point 18% 11% 14%

RMA (one-sided) 14% 11% 12%

Collectives 4% 11% 7%

64 Do you need high-level control over the placement of threads and MPI processes? (multiple)

Yes, using mpirun (or equivalent) on the command line 61% 43% 52%

Yes, via the job manager 29% 18% 23%

No 0% 32% 16%
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access to MPI. In some cases, algorithms may more easily use MPI if they can call MPI from individual threads. These questions are meant to probe

the usability of the current interface. The Endpoints proposal,14 being considered by the MPI Forum, allows for per thread addressability on the

target and allows each individual thread to have its own rank. This significantly expands the MPI process space of a given application, and therefore,

questions were included to determine if this functionality is of great use to applications. If this is not required, other alternatives such as Finepoints15

could be useful to applications as it allows highly concurrent threading without targeting thread addressability (only processes are addressable).

The overwhelming majority of both AD (79%) and ST (93%) projects either currently use, or plan to use, multiple threads within an MPI process

(Q58). When asked which of the MPI threading options they're currently using (Q59), results for all three modes were represented at similar levels

(18% each), with the exception of MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE, which is used by 32% of ST projects. 25% of projects report that they do not know

which threading mode they are using, which makes it likely they are using a regular MPI_Init call rather than an MPI_Init_thread, meaning

that they are using a non-multi-threaded mode. It is worth observing that only 79% of AD projects answered this question at all, so there a number

of projects for which we do not have information.

In response to the follow-up question about whether they would prefer to be using a different threading mode than they are currently using

(Q60), the most common preference was MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE (9 mentions each among AD and ST projects), with performance cited as the

most common reason for not using it (5 AD, 0 ST). In Q61, we asked whether applications would benefit from being able to change threading modes

in different sections of an application. Interestingly, among the AD projects, more would like to be able to change modes (39% vs. 29%), while, among

ST projects, most would not benefit from changing threading modes (46% vs 25%).

Our goal of determining if Endpoints and/or Finepoints solutions could be viable exascale MPI concurrency interfaces led to several questions in

the survey as well. In Q62, we asked respondents if it was important to be able to make MPI calls from multi-threaded regions of code. This would

indicate an interest in Finepoints/Endpoints types of interfaces. Overall, 45% of respondents said that they would make point-to-point MPI calls

from within multi-threaded regions, 29% would make RMA calls, and 20% would call collectives. 18% of projects did not consider it important to be

able to make MPI calls from within multi-threaded regions. There were fairly significant differences between the AD and ST projects in their desire

to use collectives within multi-threaded regions (11% vs 29%) and in the fraction of projects not interested in MPI in multi-threaded regions (25% vs

11%). A majority (52%) of projects indicated that they did not need thread-level addressability on the target side of communications (Q63), indicating

that the Finepoints proposal might be a suitable solution for them, while much smaller fractions indicated the need for thread-level addressability in

point-to-point, RMA, and collective operations (14%, 12%, and 7%). Finepoints and Endpoints are complimentary solutions; therefore, these results

motivate pursuing both for exascale.

Finally, a clear majority indicated the need for high-level control over placement of threads and MPI processes via either the command line

(mpirun or equivalent) (52%) or the job manager (23%).

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a summary of a survey conducted within the ECP community to gain information about how the MPI standard is currently

used and how the various ECP projects are planning on using it to achieve exascale. Additionally, the survey captured requirements stated by the

ECP projects as well as potential improvements needed in MPI implementations.

The first conclusion of the survey is the confirmation that MPI remains a critical building block in the exascale ecosystem, for both application

(AD) and software stack (ST) projects. However, the survey also highlights that most ECP projects do not interact with MPI directly but instead use

it through libraries or an abstraction layer. Our survey further confirms that the capabilities of interest are, in most cases, covered by point-to-point

and collective communications, even if one-sided communication (RMA) is gaining interest in the context of exascale.

Many of the results of our survey are of particular interest to specific audiences.

MPI Forum. C++ has gained a lot of traction in the HPC community and became the most common language from which to invoke MPI among

the ECP projects surveyed. This is not necessarily a plea to reenact the MPI C++ bindings removed in MPI 3.0., but it clearly indicates a shift in

the programming languages used, at least in the ECP community, which will need to be addressed by the MPI standardization body. Key follow-up

questions that might help inform further consideration on this topic would include whether C++ programmers are simply using the C binding of MPI

and consider that adequate, or whether they prefer an approach that is more consistent with the features and capabilities of C++ in comparison to C.

For those using a C++ binding layer, it would be useful to know the origin and completeness of the binding in order to better understand the level of

effort users are putting into developing and maintaining C++ bindings outside of the standard.

Nearly half of projects reported that MPI covered all of their communication needs. There was significant interest in active messages and per-

sistent communications (the latter may refer to persistent collectives, or it may be an indication that users are not familiar with the persistent

point-to-point capabilities already available). Job-to-job communications were also requested.

Checkpoint/restart remains the most widely used resilience strategy among the projects surveyed; though, a significant number of projects do not

yet have clear plans for resilience. Some responses expressed interest in both the User-Level Fault Mitigation and ReInit approaches. Few projects

can adapt the number of processes on which they run, either dynamically or on restart, so for most users, a strategy involving spare nodes is the only

way to restart without re-queuing.

Current or planned use of threads (especially OpenMP, Pthreads, Kokkos, or RAJA) together with MPI is nearly universal among the responses.

Nearly half of responses indicated that they would like to be able to make MPI calls from within multi-threaded regions of code. However, a majority
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of responses also did not need thread-level addressability on the target side of communications. These results motivate continued pursuit of both

of the complementary Finepoints and Endpoints approaches for exascale.

MPI Implementors. Developers of ECP applications seem ready to embrace some of the latest additions or improvements to the MPI Standard

and expect to make significantly more use of RMA, neighbor collectives, and process topologies in exascale versions of their codes. Exascale-ready

implementations of these capabilities are therefore necessary in the near term.

The relevance of MPI+threads, the strong desire of many projects to use MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE and complaints about the current perfor-

mance overheads suggest that improving the performance of MPI implementations for multi-threaded use cases would widely be beneficial and

appreciated.

Tool Developers. The most significant message for tool developers is that half of the projects responding do not actually use any performance

tools. This suggests that latest efforts by the MPI Forum to improve tools support have not been yet embraced by the user community and therefore

additional effort on dissemination of and education about available tools may be warranted.

MPI Users. The majority of the projects responding to the survey have produced mini-application reflecting MPI-related behaviors of their

applications. These are considered a useful way to interact with researchers outside the project and a critical tool to assess the capabilities and

performance of MPI implementations.

Crosscutting. The increasing use of accelerator-based node architectures (GPUs or other types) and the growth of complex memory archi-

tectures, which are not simply hierarchical, are both very significant in the responses. Users expect to explicitly manage memory placement and

movement, including the ability to move data directly into different memory spaces while moving it between nodes. Similarly, there is significant

interest in being able to make MPI calls directly from accelerator kernels (though similar numbers of projects do not know whether they will need

this capability). These results certainly have implications for MPI implementors and hardware vendors, and possibly also for the MPI Forum.

However, it is also important to note there was a great deal of variation in the answers to many of the questions in our survey, which points to

the richness and complexity of the exascale ecosystem, with many languages, diverse requirements, and expectations for both the MPI specification

and for implementations. Is that complexity a risk? How does the MPI standard need to evolve to address it and still guarantee performance and

scalability? The same can be said about resilience where checkpoint/restart is still the preferred option, ie, can checkpoint/restart scale to exascale?

Can checkpoint/restart handle the many failures that some predict for exascale systems?

Effectively addressing the needs of applications as they transition to adapt to increasingly complex hardware capabilities is critical for the future

of any programming paradigm, including MPI. While this task is certainly broader than the specific types of platforms and/or applications associated

with the ECP, it provides an exciting opportunity to address some of the most extreme requirements in terms of scale and heterogeneity. In this con-

text, providing support to application developers in their quest to become exascale-ready requires a detailed understanding of their needs and how

these needs will evolve. At the same time, we must also be a partner for application teams to help them efficiently explore existing MPI constructs

and, when necessary, provide them with missing capabilities critical for their success.

Nevertheless, we still face the same old dilemma on what should come first, ie, should the application take the risk of trying experimental MPI

constructs that are not yet standardized, or should the MPI standardization community provide constructs that might not be helpful to appli-

cation developers for the foreseeable future. With this survey, we tried to cover both fronts and to build a solid middle-ground between the

MPI community and application developers. We hope that this forms a basis to begin a more concerted discussion on how MPI should evolve

to retain its role of a portable and efficient environment for scientific applications at extreme scales and to continue to be the defining force in

parallel computing.
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